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[0009] Inside a box-shaped carrier 1, a screen 6 is stretched 

along a side wall, formed by a transparent material 5 in such 

a manner that the screen 6 is stretched in a wider range than 

the formed portion of the transparent material 5, so that it 

is possible, from outside the box-shaped carrier 1, to view the 

screen 6 inside the box-shaped carrier 1 through the transparent 

material 5. Further, the screen 6 is formed by material for 

allowing an image projected thereonto to appear on the back side 

of it, so that it is possible to view the image from the back 

side. 

[0010] In addition, in front of the opposite side surface to 

the screen 6, a reflection mirror 7 is provided. The reflection 

mirror 7 and a projector 8 are positioned so that the reflection 

mirror 7 reflects an image beam from the pro j ector 8 and pro j ects 

the reflected image beam onto the screen 6. Therefore, an image 

directly projected onto a surface 6A, facing inside the 

box-shaped carrier 1, of the screen 6 appears in a reverse manner, 

whereas an image viewed from outside the box-shaped carrier 1 

through the transparent material 5 appears as a normal image 

on a surface 6B, facing outside the box-shaped carrier 1, of 

the screen 6. 
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(57)Abstract: 
PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To make it possible to 
obtain a display screen having effective and the 
maximum size even in a narrow space and provide video 
having variations by spreading a screen along the 
viewable surface of wall in a box-shaped housing and 
providing a projector for projecting the video on the 
screen while reflecting the video on a reflection mirror. a- 
SOLUTION: In a self-running vehicle having a box- 
shaped housing 1, a sidewall 3 on one side of the box- &fi 
shaped housing 1 is made viewable by forming the 
periphery thereof with a constituting material 4 of the * 
housing 1 and the remaining part thereby with 5 
transparent material 5 such as acrylic resin. In the ^ 
internal part of the box-shaped housing 1, a screen 6 is 
spread along the side wall 3 constituted of a transparent 
material 5, a reflection mirror 7 is provided on the 
counter side surface of the screen 6, and the reflection 
mirror 7 and a projector 8 are arranged so that the video 
is projected on the screen by reflecting the video light 
beam of the projector 8 on the reflection mirror 7. Consequently, an inside-out video is 
projected on the internal side surface 6A of the screen 6, however, the video of the external 
side surface 6B of the screen 6 which is to be seen from the outside is made to be normally 
projected. 
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